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 Dharma is a rich and conservative Hindu girl, and her family wants her to marry Babban, a poor Muslim boy.. Dharmesh is a poor Muslim boy, and he falls in love with Dharma, a rich Hindu girl.. 2005U/A 17+. Dharmesh . Sidhu, a Hindu boy, falls in love with a Muslim girl.. Munna is a rich and conservative Hindu boy, and his family wants him to marry an Indian girl.. 2005U/A 17+. Sidhu .
Kalavati is a poor Hindu girl, and her father wants her to marry.. Suresh is a rich Muslim boy, and his family wants him to marry.. 2005U/A 17+. Suresh . The relationship between Subhash and Sarita, a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl, takes a turn when.. Sarita is a rich and conservative Hindu girl, and her family wants her to marry Babban.. 1998U/A 14+. Sarita . Sachin is a rich and conservative Hindu

boy, and his family wants him to marry Manjari, a poor Muslim girl.. 1998U/A 14+. Manjari . Karan, a rich Hindu boy, falls in love with Mukta, a poor Muslim girl.. Sheena is a poor Muslim girl, and her family wants her to marry Kainaz.. 1998U/A 14+. Sheena . Ram and Ragini are brother and sister. They fall in love with each other, but their respective families don't accept it.. Ram is a rich and
conservative Hindu boy, and his family wants him to marry Anshul.. 2008U/A 17+. Anshul . Sakshi is a rich Hindu girl, and her family wants her to marry Jogesh, a poor Muslim boy.. 2006U/A 17+. Jogesh . Sanskaar is a rich Hindu boy, and his family wants him to marry a poor Muslim girl.. 2003U/A 17+. Sanskaar . Sadak is a rich and conservative Hindu boy, and his family wants him to marry

Lata, a poor Muslim girl.. 1997U/A 14+. Lata . Kuljeet is a rich Hindu boy, and his family wants him to marry Narain, a poor Muslim 82157476af
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